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THE EVENT FOR
AGRICULTURE

joined the organisation four years ago, with 20
years experience of farm agronomy and as a
member of ARC, TAG and then chairman of the
NIAB TAG’s Kent Technical Committee.
NIAB TAG have always hosted open days, but
rarely exhibits at trade shows. AgriSouth is a
great opportunity to showcase it’s independent,
science-based approach to technical
information, plus highlight aspects of their
farmer member driven research.

AgriSouth is a one day free to attend event that
focuses on technical developers, innovators,
supplies and services directly or indirectly
involved in agriculture and horticulture. AgriSouth will be held at Faversham Showground,
Staplestreet Road, Faversham, Kent ME13 9HY Alongside all this, AgriSouth will be hosting a
on 20 May 2021.
seminar programme sponsored by Kreston
Reeves who will be starting the day’s
The inaugural 2021 event, will focus on
proceedings by hosting a welcome breakfast at
research, technical development and innovation
8.30am in the main marquee. Later on we have
by showcasing practical demonstrations of
a talk and practical workshop with Earthworm
some of the very latest machinery and
Scientist, David Jones Phd, from The Natural
equipment as well as a myriad of professional
History Museum. David will be discussing the
services and supplies available for farming
importance of earthworms to the farming sector.
businesses.
A practical session will follow and event
This is a crucial time for all sectors of UK attendees are invited to bring along a 20 x 20cm
soil sample from their farm to study. Dr
Agriculture, politically and environmentally.
Jonathan Scurlock will follow on with a
UK farmers are already looking towards a
presentation on energy security, food security
sustainable future for agriculture that will require
and climate change. Each presentation will offer
sufficient food to be produced for a growing
the opportunity for discussion in a Q & A
world population while natural resources are
session.
conserved – something that can only be done
by using the latest innovative and smart Come along, enjoy some hospitality and
technologies adapted to meet the local consider how this event could affect your future
conditions. Visitors and Exhibitors will be planning at one of the largest gatherings of
coming together to research, innovate and agricultural industry machinery, supplies &
develop
products, services and technologies service specialists in the South East.
across the industry to future-proof their
businesses and remain efficient and profitable
NRoSO CPD Registered Event – 2 CPD
through some tricky times ahead.
points available for attendees.
Technical Event Partner NIAB will unveil a
range of field based arable demonstrations and
trials that enable visitors to interact with leading
industry experts, including variety demonstration
Please note that due to COVID-19 guidelines
trials in winter wheat.
ALL VISITORS & EXHIBITORS are required
NIAB’s involvement as a technical partner with
to PRE-REGISTER to help with contact
AgriSouth has been led by Keith Truett, NIAB’s tracing and to reduce queues at the event
regional agronomist for the South East. He
entrance.
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Change is nothing new in agriculture.
Keeping up to speed with scientifically
proven advances has always been
something that farmers have strived to do.
For Kent growers this has normally
involved travelling up into other parts of
the country for hands-on events with
independent trials and demonstrations.
For example, I hadn’t been in Kent long,
managing a reasonable sized arable
enterprise, when I travelled up into
Bedfordshire for an ARC (Arable Research
Centre, younger readers may have to ask
their parents!) event, only to find I was
sitting next to another Kent grower!

It has been sometime in the planning, with
last year’s inaugural event cancelled due
the lockdown and much uncertainty for
this year, but you are very welcome to
come along and support this first annual
event, meet up with friends and
colleagues, chat to others from the
farming industry whose work helps to
support British farmers and quiz some of
the country’s leading crop researchers and
advisers. Success with this inaugural event
will help us to build a positive link
throughout the industry which will in turn
help to support our livelihoods long into
the future.

AgriSouth presents an opportunity to We look forward to welcoming you!
connect with the independent and science
-based work that NIAB undertakes,
alongside the other organisations with
field demos, supporting Kent growers
through this free event. Aimed at the
arable sector, but welcoming everyone
Keith Truett - NIAB TAG
from our industry, this will certainly be
Regional Agronomist for the South East
novel after the last 12 months.
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AGRISOUTH 2021 NIAB
AGRONOMY DEMONSTRATIONS
NIAB will unveil a range of field based arable
demonstrations and trials that enable visitors to
interact with leading industry experts, including
variety demonstration trials in winter wheat.
NIAB’s involvement as a technical partner with
AgriSouth has been led by Keith Truett, NIAB’s
regional agronomist for the South East. He joined
the organisation four years ago, with 20 years
experience of farm agronomy and as a member of
ARC, TAG and then chairman of the NIAB TAG’s
Kent Technical Committee.
YARA, AGROVISTA & CMF are supporting NIAB
& AgriSouth with their extensive crop plots and
their expert agronomists will be on hand to guide
visitors through the varieties and inputs used over
the past months.

The 2020 NIAB Crop Trial
Video is available to view
HERE

Keith Truett, Agronomist NIAB TAG
Techical Advisor for AgriSouth on behald of NIAB
I’ve spent most of my farming career hands on, managing farms
and operating machinery, in all that time my first love has been
growing crops and making sound cropping and agronomy
decisions which help improve yields, productivity and margin for the
farm.
Farming is about to go through something of a
revolution, at last most of us are going to get at least
half of what we have wanted for a very long time, a
level playing field in terms of no subsidy for crop
production, unfortunately this appears not to be
coming with a fair price for the produce we are all
looking to grow, be that livestock or crop.

many would cry, maybe so but this has made our
industry non-competitive and this is going to lead to a
very bumpy journey for many over the next few
years. Twenty years ago wheat could be produced
for £50/t, today any farm business is going to struggle
to get that below £100/t, if we had that old cost
structure now all farms would be competitive! Add to
Why is that? Consider the journey we have already this pesticide withdrawals, failures in terms of
undertaken over the last 20 years, farms have grown, resistance and ever escalating costs and the future
more area is now looked after by fewer people with looks bleak.
larger, more expensive machines and more We can all look back and see areas where things
expensive inputs. Yields have risen slightly but have were different, but how can we start to bring back our
now stagnated and the cost of growing each tonne of retention of a higher percentage of the farm’s output
produce has approximately doubled. Just inflation on the growers side of the farm gate?
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THE MAIN MARQUEE SEMINARS
WELCOME BREAKFAST
WITH AGRISOUTH SPONSORS KRESTON REEVES

8.30am in The Main Marquee
Join us for a Breakfast hosted by Kreston Reeves

SEMINAR SPONSOR & BREAKFAST HOST KRESTON REEVES
MORE THAN JUST ACCOUNTANCY AND FINANCIAL ADVICE
Our specialist agriculture team advise businesses from small family run farms to
multi-site estates, from contractors to machinery rings and more. They can help
with diversification, tax compliance and planning, strategy and succession
planning, VAT advice, cashflows and projections across both business and
personal affairs which enables you to make confident decisions.
To find out more email enquiries@krestonreeves.com or visit our stand at AgriSouth!

Seminar Timetable—Main Marquee
8.30am

Welcome Breakfast hosted by Kreston Reeves

11am

11AM—The Importance of Earthworms in UK Agricultural Soils with
David Jones Phd, Earthwom Scientist, The Natural History Museum

11:40am—
11:50am

Q & A Session with David Jones Phd
(followed by a short break)

Midday—1pm

Practical Workshop with David Jones, Phd—Earthworms in your
Soils

1pm

Energy Security, Food Security and Climate Change with Dr
Jonathan Scurlock, Chief Adviser – Renewable Energy and Climate
Change, NFU
WWW.AGRI-SOUTH.CO.UK I MAY 2021

SEMINARS—MEET THE SPEAKERS
Dr David Jones Phd, Earthworm Scientist,
The Natural History Museum to join the headline
AgriSouth Conference 2021!
David is the Natural History Museum’s earthworm expert, one of
the creators of the Soil and Earthworm Survey and the founder of
the Earthworm Society of Britain. Put simply, if you want to know
more about worms, David’s your man.
Why are earthworms important?

What have you discovered so far?

Earthworms are the most important group in temper- One interesting thing is that urban gardens have
proved to be a biodiversity hotspot for earthworms,
ate soils. They keep the soil fertile and healthy.
or in other words, they are home to many different
What do you do?
earthworm species. We were expecting to find a
There’s lots of different aspects to my job. I will often higher species diversity in more rural areas. One
be out talking to schools and naturalist groups about explanation is the many different places in a garden
worms, why they are important and how to identify that an earthworm can live, such as plant pots,
them. Some of the time I’m doing my own fieldwork lawns, compost heaps and so on.
and other times I’m in the office analysing results.
What do you like about your job?
What are you trying to find out in the Soil and
I love being outdoors, getting my fingers dirty and
Earthworm Survey?
looking for creepy crawlies. I get paid to do my
Which species of earthworm are found in which soil, hobby!
in which habitat and where in the country. The next
step is then to ask why.

11AM—The Importance of Earthworms in UK Agricultural Soils
Why are earthworms important? How do they improve soil processes? How much
do they contribute to plant productivity? And how many earthworms do you need
per m2 to have a healthy population in your soil? Drawing on recent research, David
answers these, and many other questions. He also describes a very quick and simple
method to estimate your earthworm populations.

A senior NFU adviser since 2007, Jonathan Scurlock leads competitors in the low-carbon farming stakes.
a11:40
small team
providing analysis
advice on energy and “We’re behind the curve compared with some of major
to 11:50am
Q &and
A Session
climate change to the NFU’s management, office holders
European competitors on converting to green energy but
and members.
His background is university and renewable energy remains one of the most popular sources
government research, covering energy and climate policy,
of diversification to boost farm income as we transition to a
plant physiology, all kinds of biomass fuels, bio-based
new UK agricultural policy.
products and other renewables. Author of more than 50
Earthworms
in
your
Soils
publications, he was educated at Oxford and London, and is “In place of renewable energy incentive payments, we have
market-led
deployment,
other Do
forms
of want
government
a Visiting
at the
University.
Do
youFellow
want
toOpen
know
what earthworm species
live
in your but
soils?
you
to
support remain important; with new opportunities in
“Energy security,
food security
and climate
change
are still
know
how many
you have?
Bring
a soil
sample
or
two
that
you’d
like
to
examine.
A
decarbonising national heat supply, electric agricultural
converging as significant drivers of future agricultural policy.
vehicles
andrun
the use
of battery storage.
sample
of 20 cm x 20 cm x 20 cm is ideal. David
will
a “hands-on”
session to show
As scientists call for limiting global warming to just 1.5C, the
NFU has
you
how
setto
a identify
new ambition
your
of ‘net
earthworms.
zero agriculture’ by
2040, facing down the challenge from our international

MIDDAY TO 1PM—Practical Session
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SEMINARS—MEET THE SPEAKERS
Dr Jonathan Scurlock, Chief Adviser – Renewable
Energy and Climate Change, NFU will be speaking
at AgriSouth 2021
Since 2007, Jonathan Scurlock has led on analysis and advice
about energy and climate change to the NFU’s management,
office holders and members.

A senior NFU adviser since 2007, Jonathan Scurlock leads
a small team providing analysis and advice on energy and
climate change to the NFU’s management, office holders
and members.
His background is university and
government research, covering energy and climate policy,
plant physiology, all kinds of biomass fuels, bio-based
products and other renewables. Author of more than 50
publications, he was educated at Oxford and London, and is
a Visiting Fellow at the Open University.

2040, facing down the challenge from our international
competitors in the low-carbon farming stakes.
“We’re behind the curve compared with some of major
European competitors on converting to green energy but
renewable energy remains one of the most popular sources
of diversification to boost farm income as we transition to a
new UK agricultural policy.

“In place of renewable energy incentive payments, we have
market-led deployment, but other forms of government
“Energy security, food security and climate change are still
support remain important; with new opportunities in
converging as significant drivers of future agricultural policy. decarbonising national heat supply, electric agricultural
As scientists call for limiting global warming to just 1.5C, the
vehicles and the use of battery storage.
NFU has set a new ambition of ‘net zero agriculture’ by

1pm— Energy Security, Food Security and Climate Change
AGRISOUTH 2021
AGRONOMY DEMONSTRATION AREAS
NIAB’S SOIL PIT!
After the seminars, why not head over to the Agronomy Demonstration
Areas?
Alongside the growing crop plots, NIAB will be presenting their
practical soil profile demonstration.
It is your chance to get down and dirty with the perfect
view of the roots of various crops, providing a unique
opportunity to explore the foundations of various
farming system options and discover the impact of
different cropping options on soil structure.
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AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH &
INNOVATION NIAB

to:

Aimed at arable growers NIAB TAG Membership
offers a service that translates the most recent
science and the best practice into on-farm strategies

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON NIAB TAG MEMBERSHIP

•

boost yields and quality

• save money and improve margins
The challenges of food security, climate change
and sustainable development present exciting • build resilience into the farming system.
opportunities for agricultural research and Members benefit from exclusive, impartial technical
insights drawn from our large member research
innovation.
programme and preferential access to NIAB’s
The NIAB Group is the UK’s fastest growing crop strategic research and crop specialists. They have
science organisation, having trebled in size over the access to independent advice on inputs, variety
past decade through a strategic programme of choice, crop management, soil management and
investment, merger and acquisition.
rotations – everything you need to optimise the
Founded in 1919, and with a longstanding profitability on your farm. This advice can be face to
international reputation for expertise in plant varieties face at any of our field days throughout the season,
and seeds, today NIAB’s scientific capabilities span at winter conferences, over the phone, on-line or via
the crop improvement pipeline; from underpinning many of our publications. Advice is tailored
research required to develop higher yielding more specifically for your situation.
climate resilient crops through to the extensive trials
data, agronomy expertise and advice needed to NIAB is an independent science-based
ensure these advances are transferred effectively organisation with strong links to primary
onto farm.
agriculture and horticulture through its
NIAB is at the forefront of the application of genetics, membership programmes NIAB TAG Membership
physiology, soil science, precision agronomy and (arable and forage) and the Controlled Traffic
data science to improve the yield, efficiency and Farming Network. Members benefit from early
resilience of crop production across the arable, access to information gathered through strategic
NIAB research as well as the extensive
forage and horticulture sectors.
member-funded programmes delivering impartial,
Membership guarantees unique, science-based cost effective agronomy strategies.
technical insight to feed business improvement

YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR PRODUCTS & SERVICES RAMSAK
RAMSAK is a farming and rural co-operative helping to share farming resources, as well as accessing bulk
purchasing prices, covering the counties of Kent, East and West Sussex, and Eastern Surrey, although we
do have Members in other parts of the country and Europe as well.
Membership of RAMSAK is available to all farmers, farming businesses, advisors, hire firms, property agents,
maintenance companies, commodity suppliers and indeed all who need access to agricultural and rural
machinery, products, fuel and services. Membership ranges from large estates to farms with only a few
acres, contractors and farmers with a comprehensive line up of machinery, services and products. There are
companies who can provide services to agriculture, as diverse as seed cleaning and hydraulic hose repair, to
those who simply provide their skills to drive tractors and other plant or to look after livestock and relief milk.
In recent times forage procurement and sale have played an ever growing sector, as has the supply of derv,
gas oil and kerosene to not only farming businesses but private customers as well.
For more information on RAMSAK products and services available go to www.ramsak.co.uk
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FARMER OWNED GRAIN
STORAGE, MARKETING &
DISTRIBUTION CO-OPERATIVE
Weald Granary is a farmer owned grain storage,
marketing and distribution co-operative, run by
farmers, for farmers.
Grain is collected swiftly from members farms at
harvest and is then stored and marketed via one of
our pools.

The store capacity is 80,000 tonnes of grain with
over 200 members from Kent, Sussex, Surrey and
Essex.
Our modern, state of the art, grain lab ensures all
loads are fully tested, stored and marketed to the
maximum potential. In addition our own fleet
operation ensures a prompt collection and delivery
service.
Our ethos is to work together to improve service to
our farmer members and customers alike. There are
a range of marketing and purchase packages to
allow farmers to optimize their storage and cash flow
requirements, with the objective of adding value for
our producer members.
“When we heard of plans for a local co-operative
grain store we signed up for a small initial tonnage. The concept of specialist storage and drying
seemed a good one and gave us more flexibility as
yield and acreage increased.

Over the years this has proved to be the case and
seems even more relevant now than it did then. As
standards have tightened the possibility (and cost)
of rejection has increased for our main crop of
milling wheat. Sending to Weald gives a higher
proportion of grain achieving a premium and
moving grain from on farm storage has freed up
buildings for other (more lucrative) uses. ”
JOHN DINNIS – JOHN DINNIS & PARTNERS

Weald Granary is the South East’s largest grain
storage, marketing and distribution co-operative,
with over 200 members in Kent, Sussex, Surrey
and Essex. Our own fleet ensures prompt
collections at harvest and all loads are fully
tested then stored and marketed via one of our
pools to maximise added value opportunities.
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RELEASING AGRONOMIC
POTENTIAL AGROVISTA

Field-based employees are not only trained to BASIS,
FACTS and Biodiversity and Environmental Training
for Advisors (BETA) standards, but have practical
agricultural knowledge. Colleagues also offer relevant
expertise in areas such as environmental science,
land management and ecology, as well as wider
knowledge in other areas of the business including
marketing, IT, distribution and finance.

Agrovista UK Limited is a leading supplier of
agronomy advice, seed, crop protection products and
precision farming services. Working in partnership
with arable, fruit, vegetable, horticultural and amenity
sectors, Agrovista is committed to helping customers
manage their businesses more efficiently and more By taking time to discuss and understand specific
profitably. We are dedicated to our company purpose customer needs, Agrovista can devise realistic, tailor
-made solutions for each individual business.
- releasing agronomic potential.
With roots originating more than 60 years ago, The face of agriculture is changing rapidly, but
Agrovista offers a unique blend of local experience, Agrovista is well-equipped to respond to these
research-based expertise, customer-based changes before they occur. This is demonstrated by
knowledge and trusted relationships; practicing our continual investment in research and
values of honesty, integrity and fairness across all development, to ensure customers receive the most
cost-effective and environmentally -sound
aspects of the business.
recommendations for their business.
Agrovista also embraces care for the wider
environment, with an understanding of the important A leading supplier of agronomy advice, seed,
role now played by all those who manage the land, crop protection products and precision farming
through dedicated initiatives such as Agrovista Soil services. Working in partnership with arable,
grassland, fruit, vegetable, horticultural and
Health and Agrovista Decision Support services.
amenity sectors, Agrovista is committed to
Our employees are dedicated to their customers and
helping customers manage their businesses more
partners, striving to maintain a professional outlook
efficiently and more profitably. We are dedicated
supported by the highest standards of customer
to our company purpose - releasing agronomic
service.
potential.

SOIL SOLUTIONS ACS FARM
IMAGE
Making Every Hectare Reach Its Full Potential
A profitable precision farming program is based on an
accurate understanding of the soil. The soil
properties with the largest effect on productivity are
those determining the amount of water and nutrients
the crop will have available. Soil texture – the amount
of sand, silt and clay is a major driver, along with soil
organic matter and field topography. Soil pH,
especially if it is outside the optimal range for the
crop, will play a big role in nutrient availability.
To manage crop inputs, soil properties must be
mapped precisely. Outdated and broad scaled soil
surveys are likely to cause costly errors, especially
when varying seed population, nitrogen or water.
Grid sampling, unless done on a quarter acre scale,
doesn’t come close to the precision needed or what
modern planting and fertilising equipment can
achieve. The only affordable and precise option is
on-the-go soil sensing.

ACS Farm Image are now able to provide this
through the latest technology in field scanning using
the UK’s first Veris U3 in field scanner imported from
Veris Technologies.
Mapping your field’s major physical, biological and
chemical properties: pH, Organic Matter, Electrical
Conductivity and Topography to help you manage
each hectare to its full potential. The new soil sensor
solution is designed to help increase profitability by
removing errors in alternative precision management
zones.
Farm Image offer a complete soil nutrition management service tailored for your farm business.
From standard, through to GPS precision sampling, or high-definition scanning, these tools
provide detailed information to make informed
decisions. Our new SoilSmart system will enable
you to view and interact with your soil results,
satellite images and yield maps to create variable
rate application files or target specific field areas
for remedial action. Drop by our stand for a chat
and to find out more.
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5 CRUCIAL FACTORS FOR THE
ELIMINATION OF BACTERIA & GERMS
Offering Professional cleaning equipment and
supplying high quality products at competitive
prices. Pressure washers, scrubber dryers,
industrial vacuums from Nilfisk, Karcher and
MAC International. Providing all of our
customers with a complete service & repair
package within our home counties including,
London, Hampshire, Sussex, Surrey and Kent
for over 50 years. Across all industries globally, people are being asked to clean more
surfaces, faster and more efficiently. Whether
it’s sanitizing shopping trolleys, cleaning floors,
or pressure washing agricultural equipment,
hot water is one of the most powerful tools and
has the ability to deliver a better hygienic
standard in less time, with less waste. When
hygiene and time is critical, boost your performance with hot water.

The correct combination of these 5 cleaning elements can
optimise your cleaning time and reduce your total cleaning
costs to a minimum. In the case of bacteria and germ
reduction, higher temperatures begin the breakdown of germs.
In general, temperatures of 85 – 100 ºC will quickly bring a
drastic reduction in bacteria colonies, although only
temperatures close to 155 ºC will eliminate many germs
completely. Nilfisk hot water high pressure washers have a
cleaning temperature of over 80 °C and in steam mode even
over 100 ºC.

Come and see us at AgriSouth and get
up to £150 cashback on selected
Nilfisk hot water pressure washers!
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FARM INSURANCE
COPPERWHEAT BARLOW

contractors, called “AgCon+”. Having worked within
the agricultural industry for the past 25 years, it was
clear that there was a requirement for bespoke
insurance policies for contractors taking the many
Copperwheat Barlow has enjoyed working for their varied activities contractors undertake into account.
farming clients over the years and, as a consequence
“AgCon+” covers Contractors All Risks, Employers
of receiving first class service and competitive
Liability, Public Liability together with other aspects
premiums, they have remained extremely loyal to
like Material Damage for farm buildings and other
Copperwheat Barlow. This resulted in a steady book
property, farm & contractors contents and even
of business and Copperwheat Barlow is probably
provision for professional indemnity and directors and
now the leading farm insurance broking house in the
officers cover, complete with legal fees cover for
south east of England.
many insurance needs. All types of vehicle can be
Copperwheat Barlow has only ever used specialist covered, even specialist ones together with the
agricultural insurers to place its business. These appropriate legal fees and breakdown protection for
have included the likes of the strongest rated all road vehicles.
insurance companies operating in the United
Kingdom today.
We are Independent Insurance Brokers based in
With this quality range of security, Copperwheat the Garden of England with over 25 years
Barlow's farming and land owning clients have a wide experience in placing insurance within the
choice in placing their risks without paying over the Agricultural, Rural and Industrial sectors offering
a cost free, no obligation service providing the
odds in premium.
widest cover at the best value. Call us now on
Copperwheat Barlow have a range of insurance
products that are designed for agricultural 01795 842479
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KNOWLEDGE GROWS YARA UK

the more light interception. If there is a shortage of
Mg then this process won’t be working at full
Keep your wheat greener for more yield potential efficiency and therefore yield won’t reach its full
When it comes to the T2 flag leaf application there potential. We want to remove any limiting factors to
are a few points that we need to consider to ensure the crop therefore ensuring it has the full ability to
the crop is well equipped for the next stages of capture the light is critical.
development.
Foliar phosphate and potassium can also help at the
The best way to know what micronutrients are in the T2 timing. Phosphate is a key part of energy transfer
crop is to carry out tissue analysis. This will give you within the plant and therefore is important for the
an idea of what could be edging towards deficiency process of redistributing stem carbohydrate as the
and therefore gives you time to order the right crop moves towards grain production. Potassium also
micronutrients to go into the T2 spray. What we don’t has a key role in this process therefore a useful foliar
want to do is only use tissue testing when we see a product at this timing is YaraVita Magphos K. This
deficiency symptom, as this means that potential product, as the name suggests, contains all three of
the nutrients mentioned and is a great fit for the
yield is already being affected.
requirements of the crop at this crucial timing, applied
Luckily there is some rain in the forecast which at 5l/ha.
means crops will finally be able to access the
nutrients in the soil therefore make sure you allow 3-5 Yara UK supplies the full range of fertilizer
days or so after the first rains to enable this to products (solid, liquid, foliar & micronutrients).
happen, otherwise you might get skewed results.
We also offer agronomic advice and support with
A key micronutrient at this timing is magnesium (Mg). a range of tools designed to guide farmers in
We want to keep the canopy green so that it can making informed and sustainable crop decisions.
intercept light and eventually turn this into yield, We are looking forward to sharing our full crop
magnesium can help with this. Mg is the central programme of solutions with AgriSouth’s
component of the chlorophyll, the more chlorophyll visitors.
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
KIRKLAND

Carraro Compact Tractors, Orizzonti Cultivation &
Pruning Equipment, Sprayers and Harvesting
Machines to name just a few…

Since 1995 Kirkland have been here to drive your
growth
After careful analysis of the trends and changing
requirements of the industry that we serve, our focus
has evolved over the years and matched these
needs. From a ‘one stop shop’, Kirkland UK brings to
you, our valued customers, specialist machinery for
orchard & vineyard management. As well as
providing our customers with specialist fruit growing
machinery, we have also diversified our product
range to meet the need of other sectors including
Agricultural, Groundscare & Construction
Machinery.

Research and development

Specialist horticultural & viticulture machinery
Strategic change within the family business means
we have now increased our product range. Our
premium brand of 36 machines is now complemented
with another 76 machines. And this range is set to
grow again next year. This means we can always
satisfy every applications need and budget
requirements for you the grower. Supplying Antonio

OUTSOURCED AGRICULTURE
SERVICES FGS AGRI
FGS Agri Ltd was originally established 30 years ago
as Farm & General Services, a small family run
agricultural contracting company based in Egerton.
Due to our continued on-going development and the
growing needs of the business we have moved to a
much larger site at Pluckley in Kent with a second
depot based in Andover, Hampshire to service the
requirements in the western reaches of our business.
The company has been built on the ethos of
providing a one stop shop for all outsourced
agricultural services required by the livestock and
arable farmer. Through the utilisation of these services, our clients benefit from reduced overheads,
flexibility through a choice of equipment, and a wealth
of knowledge from our experienced staff.
Our progress in a market that is constantly shifting
has allowed FGS Agri to diversify into new sectors. In
addition to specialising in agricultural services we
now offer a wide range of utility contracting services
and organics recycling through sister company FGS
Organics. Land drainage, earthworks, groundworks
and construction is offered by FGS Pilcher, a joint

As part of our commitment to growers we have
moved to new premises where we are surrounded by
orchards. This means you can view and try out our
machinery range in a ‘real life’ situation as well as
see our exclusive new products in our brand new
showroom. The move has also allowed us to expand
the research and development of our specialist
machines and ensure they are built to each
customer’s exact specification. We continue to
support the UK farming industry and are dedicated to
driving your growth.
Based in Kent, we’re the UK importers of
the powerful Antonio Carraro tractors,
TOBROCO-GIANT multipurpose wheeled
loaders, Orizzonti Pruning & Cultivating
equipment & our own Kirkland & Orvin
brands. Visit our showroom with our
fully equipped parts and service
department and have a chat with our
specialist team today or find us at AgriSouth!
venture which combines the skills and experience of
IG Pilcher Ltd and FGS Agri into one operation.
Business Development Strategy
FGS Agri have established steady and progressive
growth over the last five years or so and are looking
to continue this steady upward trend. To achieve this,
we will be actively looking at retaining core business
whilst taking a commercial and practical view of any
allied opportunities as they present themselves to the
business. This strategy will provide stability for the
business whilst keeping a watching brief over
diversification opportunities.
FGS Agri, FGS Organics and FGS Pilcher offer
services and products to farming businesses
across the South East. All three companies are
part of Heathcote Holdings, a group of
complementary, innovative and customer centric
companies. In addition to farm and estate
management FGS Agri offer a wide range of
agricultural contracting services, landscaping &
amenity contracting and utility contracting
services. They provide a one stop shop for all
outsourced agricultural services required by the
livestock and arable farmer. Come and visit our
stand at AgriSouth to discuss your requirements.
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